
 

 

           

 

 

English 

 
Health and PE 

Child protection 
Personal strengths, growth mindset, social skills, 
positive relationships, safety, emotions, early 
warning signs, trusted people networks, personal 
hygiene/sleep/exercise, wellbeing  

Click: PE to see a detailed Ms. Alice Rawsthorn‘s 
detailed overview 

 

 
 

LANGUAGE- Jolly Phonics/Jolly Grammar, Oxford sight 
words, Topic words, Inquiry topic words, Phonemic 
Awareness-rhymes, patterns, Letter formation 

LITERATURE- Literacy block-literary texts and their 
features, reading to self, reading to someone, listening 
to reading, writing tasks and genre writing, Reading 
Eggs, I-pad apps, home reading-class readers and 
library books, Book Week and Premier’s Reading 
Challenge  

LITERACY- Oral language, Show and tell, 
deconstructing texts, creating texts-recount, 
information report, story-telling, narratives, procedure 
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INQUIRY UNIT- HISTORY  
My Personal world  
How my world is different from the past and can change 
in the future  

 Comparing life of families/ objects from the past with 
those from the present - school life, games/toys, 
utensils/tools, transport, clothes, family activities/family 
jobs/professions and explaining  how some aspects of 
daily life changed and some remained the same. 

Interviewing grandparents/parents, collecting and  
sharing information in show and tell times  
INQUIRY UNIT- GEOGRAPHY 
Places  

Locations of familiar places, directions  

Identify and describe features of places-pictorial 
maps/models, importance of places to people, caring for 
places, sustainability 
 

 

HASS 

Play-based Learning and Nature Play  Design: Design a 3D model of planet Earth-paper mache, 
Design 3D model of seasons and shopping basket for 
Maths shopping activities from recycled materials  

Digital: Robotic toys-Bee-bots, KidPix, Makers Empire, 
Scratch-coding, iPad, Reading Eggs 
                        
 

Digital systems-hardware/software, KidPix -using graphic 
tools to create images , Beebots-coding   

 

Space and Earth Sciences 
 Daily and seasonal changes in our 
environment affect everyday life-        
3D model of seasons + weather symbols 

 Changes in daily weather- dressing for 
different conditions, how weather changes 
affect animals/pets and how Aboriginal 
people explain weather patterns  

  
 
 

Science 

NUMBER 
Number sequences to and from 10, then 20-R, 
 Y1-100, number names, numerals, quantities, subitising-R, 
comparing/ordering, number line/100 chart,  grouping/sharing 
objects, skip-counting, partitioning-place value, problem 
solving-simple addition and subtraction  

MONEY AND FINANCIAL MATHS- Recognise, describe and 
order Australian coins according to their value, needs and 
wants- Money Smart  

SHAPE - Recognise, classify 2D shapes and 3D objects using 
obvious features 

LOCATION AND TRANSFORMATION-Give and follow 
directions to familiar locations  

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY-Answering yes/no questions 
to collect information and representing responses to questions 
using simple displays/graphs  

Mathematics 

 

Design and Technologies 
Digital Technologies   

  

 

                   Arts  
 
Specialist teacher: Caroline Fitzgerald  
Drama/Media/Dance/Music 

 We are going on a bear hunt , Rainbow 
snake, Gruffalo/Gruffalo’s child 
Click: Arts to see Ms. Fitz’s detailed 
overview  

 
 

   Teaching team:  Erika Petrovic & Kirsty Whibley  

 
Specialist teacher: Yvette Pinto 

 Bastille Day, Tour de France, 
Minibeasts and The Hungry Caterpillar 
Click: French to see Ms. Yvette’s detailed 
overview  

 
 
 

French  
 
  

Literacy/language skills, problem-solving skills, curiosity 
to learn  

Friendships, cooperation, establishing sense of self, 
confidence, motivation 

Fine and gross motor skills 

 Nature Play-caring for environment, sustainability 

 

 

 
Applying COT structures and routines in all curriculum areas 
using COT language, encouraging collaboration in group 
settings, inquiring/developing deep thinking skills  
 

 

Cultures of Thinking  

 
 

 


